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Supplementary Materials
These are two case studies demonstrating the use of redlistr for application of the IUCN Red List of
Ecosystems and Red List of Threatened Species criteria. We present step-by-step R code for both case-studies,
along with a brief outline of how we obtained our data freely.

1. Example of applying RLE criterion A on the Aral Sea, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan
The example provided here uses areal change of the Aral Sea as an example for applying criterion A of the
RLE. The methods used will also be applicable for criterion A of the RLTS or Criteria C and D of the RLE.
For example, to conduct an analysis investigating declining population sizes of a species, users can replace
the inputs for area with values representing abundance of their species of interest.

Setting up
library(redlistr)
library(rgdal)
library(tidyverse)
library(ggmap)
library(ggsn)
library(scales)
library(cowplot)
Users can also set up their own base directory if needed.
library(stringr)
# Example directory
basedir <- "C:/Users/Username/Desktop"

Import classification map generated using remap
Users can generate a classified map for any region of their interest using remap. Remap allows users
to implement a remote sensing classification of Landsat data, creating high-quality maps of ecosystem
distributions easily. Classified maps developed in remap can be downloaded as geoTIFF files, and therefore
quickly and easily imported into R with the raster package. Remap includes options to generate two global
cloud-free image mosaics from Landsat Archive data collected between 1999-2003 using Landsat 5 (‘historical’)
and 2015-2017 using Landsat 8 (‘present’). Additional information on remap can be found here.
Here, we developed two classified maps of the Aral Sea in remap using the historical and present data
available. We use the default predictors selected by remap, and estimate the the data to be from 2001 and
2016 respectively. The training data used to create these maps, along with the actual outputs can be found
here (link).
aral_sea_2001 <- raster(str_c(basedir, '/remap_aral_2001.tif'))
aral_sea_2016 <- raster(str_c(basedir, '/remap_aral_2016.tif'))
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Preparing data
An important note to remember when using the redlistr package is the coordinate reference system of the
input data. It must be in a projected coordinate system (PCS) measured in metres. The rasters produced
from remap are in WGS84 by default. As such, we will need to reproject them to a suitable PCS.
You can find a suitable PCS for your region of interest here. For this example, we will be using Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 40.
utm40 <- CRS("+init=EPSG:32640")
aral_sea_2001 <- projectRaster(aral_sea_2001, crs = utm40,
method = 'ngb')
aral_sea_2016 <- projectRaster(aral_sea_2016, crs = utm40,
method = 'ngb')
After reprojecting the data, we convert the rasters to binary, with 1 representing our ecosystem of interest
(the water in the Aral Sea in this example). Additionally, we use the ggplot2 package to create suitable
maps for the estimated distributions, and ggsn to create a scale bar. These require our raster data to be
converted to data frames. Users are reminded that there are many ways of creating maps in R, and the
following code is simply for reference.
# Converting all values that aren't 1 to NA
values(aral_sea_2001)[values(aral_sea_2001) != 1] <- NA
values(aral_sea_2016)[values(aral_sea_2016) != 1] <- NA
# Plotting the two maps using ggplot
# Converting raster to data frame
aral_2001_spdf <- as(aral_sea_2001, "SpatialPixelsDataFrame")
aral_2001_df <- as.data.frame(aral_2001_spdf)
aral_2016_spdf <- as(aral_sea_2016, "SpatialPixelsDataFrame")
aral_2016_df <- as.data.frame(aral_2016_spdf)
# Changing names to work with ggsn::scalebar()
names(aral_2001_df) <- c('value', 'long', 'lat')
names(aral_2016_df) <- c('value', 'long', 'lat')
With the data prepared, we can now generate maps using these data frames.
# Create plots using ggplot
map_2001 <- ggplot() +
geom_raster(data = aral_2001_df,
aes(x = long, y = lat),
fill = 'darkblue') +
coord_equal() + # Ensures that the scale for x and y are equal
# Manually create a theme that has no background, gridlines, or axes
theme(
axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.title = element_blank(),
axis.line = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major = element_blank(),
panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),
panel.border = element_blank(),
axis.ticks.length = unit(0, "cm"),
panel.spacing = unit(0, "lines"),
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plot.margin = unit(c(0, 0, 0, 0), "lines"),
plot.background = element_blank(),
plot.title = element_text(size = 30,
margin = margin(t = 0.5, unit = 'cm'),
hjust = 0.05)) +
# Adding a scale bar
scalebar(data = aral_2001_df,
location = 'bottomright',
dist = 30,
dd2km = F)
map_2016 <- ggplot() +
geom_raster(data = aral_2016_df,
aes(x = long, y = lat),
fill = 'darkblue') +
coord_equal() + # Ensures that the scale for x and y are equal
# Use custom theme to create layout of maps
theme(
axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.title = element_blank(),
axis.line = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
panel.grid.major = element_blank(),
panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),
panel.border = element_blank(),
axis.ticks.length = unit(0, "cm"),
panel.spacing = unit(0, "lines"),
plot.margin = unit(c(0, 0, 0, 0), "lines"),
plot.background = element_blank(),
plot.title = element_text(size = 30,
margin = margin(t = 0.5, unit = 'cm'),
hjust = 0.05)) +
scalebar(data = aral_2016_df,
location = 'bottomright',
dist = 30,
dd2km = F)
# Plotting maps side-by-side
ggdraw() +
draw_plot(map_2001, x = 0, y = 0, width = .5, height = 1) +
draw_plot(map_2016, x = 0.5, y = 0, width = .5, height = 1) +
# Adding 'a' and 'b' labels on corner of plot
draw_plot_label(label = c('a', 'b'), size = 16,
x = c(.05, 0.51), y =c(1, 1))
These figures show the classification of ‘water’ generated by remap in blue, which we will use to estimate the
area for the Aral Sea at these two times.

Calculating area and decline metrics
We use the getArea function, which uses a pixel-counting method, to calculate the areas of water in both
rasters, getting an estimate of the area of the Aral Sea in the respective years.
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Figure S 1: Distribution of the Aral Sea in (a) 2001, and (b) 2016

area2001 <- getArea(aral_sea_2001)
area2016 <- getArea(aral_sea_2016)
We see that the areas for the Aral Sea on 2001 and 2016 are 22721 km2 and 8724 km2 respectively.
We use this data to calculate the metrics required in criterion A of the RLE. redlistr offers three different
methods for calculating the rate of decline. These are the Absolute Rate of Decline (ARD), the Proportional
Rate of Decline (PRD), and the Annual Rate of Change (ARC). We use all three as an example here.
decline_stats <- getDeclineStats(area2001, area2016,
year.t1 = 2001, year.t2 = 2016,
methods = c('ARD', 'PRD', 'ARC'))
decline_stats
##
absolute.loss
ARD
PRD
ARC
## 1
13996.73 933.1155 6.181762 -6.381091
The resulting data frame shows that the estimated area of the Aral Sea has decreased by 9868 km2 , and the
results of all three methods for calculating rate of decline. These methods represent different pathways of
decline, and users should choose the equation which best fits the trajectory of their system of interest (Bland
et al., 2016).
Additionally, our estimate only includes a 15-year time period (2001-2016), which is shorter than 50 years time
period required for the Red List of Ecosystems (refer to the IUCN Red List of Ecosystems guidelines for further
details). For this reason, we will need to extrapolate our data. This can be done using extrapolateEstimate
which estimates the area of the target ecosystem at another time if the rate of change remained constant
(Bland et al., 2016).
For this example, we use these estimates to backcast the area of the Aral Sea to 1966, fifty years before our
second area estimate in 2016.
area1966 <- extrapolateEstimate(area2016, year.t1 = 2016, nYears = -50,
ARD = decline_stats$ARD,
PRD = decline_stats$PRD)
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extrapolateEstimate returns a the estimated area for the target year. However, to visualise the pathway of change, it is more useful to have the estimated area at each time-step. We can do this with
sequentialExtrapolate. These values can then be used to create a plot using ggplot2.
# Generating a range of values, one for each year
sequential_df <- sequentialExtrapolate(area2016,
year.t1 = 2016,
nYears = -55,
ARD = decline_stats$ARD,
PRD = decline_stats$PRD)
# Remove column with all NAs (ARC in this case)
sequential_df <- Filter(function(x)!all(is.na(x)), sequential_df)
# The data frame needs to be converted to a long format to be used in ggplot
plot_df <- sequential_df %>% gather(algo, area, - years)
# Plotting
ggplot(data = plot_df, aes(x = years, y = area, group = algo)) +
# Different line types based on the algorithm used
geom_line(aes(linetype = algo)) +
# Aesthetics adjustments
scale_linetype_manual(values = c('dashed', 'solid'),
name = "",
labels = c('Absolute Rate of Decline',
'Proportional Rate of Decline')) +
theme_classic() +
theme(
panel.border = element_rect(colour = "black", fill = NA, size = 1),
legend.position = c(0.75, 0.75),
legend.text=element_text(size = 12),
axis.title = element_text(size = 14)
) +
labs(x = "Year", y = "Area (km2)") +
geom_point(aes(x = 2001, y = area2001), shape = 16, size = 4) +
geom_point(aes(x = 2016, y = area2016), shape = 16, size = 4) +
# Known area of Aral sea in 1963
geom_point(aes(x = 1963, y = 66100), shape = 1, size = 4) +
# Known area of Aral sea in 1987
geom_point(aes(x = 1987, y = 39100), shape = 1, size = 4) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks = seq(1960, 2020, 10)) +
# Change number format (requires scales package)
scale_y_continuous(labels = comma)
We have also included two points of known area for the Aral Sea from Keith et al., (2013) in 1963 and 1987
as triangles on the above figure.
These estimates show that the Aral Sea have lost from 84.3% (based on ARD extrapolation) - 96.3% (based
on ARC extrapolation) of its area since 1966. For further information on this particular case study, please
refer to Keith et al 2013.
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Figure S 2: Behaviour of the two decline statistics: Absolute Rate of Decline (ARD) and Proportional Rate
of Decline (PRD). Values represent the area of the Aral Sea at different times. Solid circles indicate values
estimated from remap used for extrapolation, open circles are known values from Keith et al. (2013).
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Uncertainty
The rates calculated are based on using only two data points, and will inevitably have uncertainties associated
with them. One way of taking this into account is if we have multiple area estimates at each time point.
Here, we calculated two additional area estimates for the Aral Sea using the Classification And Regression
Tree (CART) algorithm implmeneted on the Google Earth Engine Platform. These provide an additional
area estimate in 2001 and 2016. Using this method, we estimated the Aral Sea area to be 23662 km2 in
2001, and 8871 km2 in 2016. The code for this can be found here: (https://code.earthengine.google.com/
ce01602e181f171bbc2a09accf0104d0). These estimates can provide an upper area estimate for the Aral Sea,
and will provide different rates of change.
# Inputting data manually
area2001_2 <- 23662
area2016_2 <- 8871
decline_stats2 <- getDeclineStats(area2001_2, area2016_2,
year.t1 = 2001, year.t2 = 2016,
methods = c('ARD', 'PRD', 'ARC'))
# Looking at the two objects
decline_stats
##
absolute.loss
ARD
PRD
ARC
## 1
13996.73 933.1155 6.181762 -6.381091
decline_stats2
##
absolute.loss
ARD
PRD
ARC
## 1
14791 986.0667 6.331246 -6.540552
These results show that using the area estimated using CART leads to a larger rates of changes for all three
methods. Without further information, these rates can be extrapolated and use to estimate area in 1966.
Note that it is also possible to get an even larger range of rates of changes by comparing the minimum
estimate in 2001 with the maximum estimate in 2016, and the maximum estimate in 2001 with the minimum
estimate in 2016. However, this does not make sense in the current scenario, as the estimation are calculated
using methods that aren’t directly comparable.
# New area estimates
area1966_2 <- extrapolateEstimate(area2016_2, year.t1 = 2016, nYears = -50,
ARD = decline_stats2$ARD,
PRD = decline_stats2$PRD)
This can finally be visualised as a field of uncertainty within the plot.
# Generating a range of values, one for each year
sequential_df2 <- sequentialExtrapolate(area2016_2,
year.t1 = 2016,
nYears = -55,
ARD = decline_stats2$ARD,
PRD = decline_stats2$PRD)
# Removing column of NAs
sequential_df2 <- Filter(function(x)!all(is.na(x)), sequential_df2)
# The data frame needs to be converted to a long format to be used in ggplot
plot_df2 <- sequential_df2 %>% gather(algo, area2, - years)
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plot_df_combined <- plot_df %>%
left_join(plot_df2)
## Joining, by = c("years", "algo")
# Plotting
ggplot(data = plot_df_combined, aes(fill = factor(algo))) +
geom_ribbon(aes(x = years, ymin = area, ymax = area2), alpha = 0.5) +
# Aesthetics adjustments
scale_fill_manual(values = c('#212F3D', '#D3D3D3'),
name = '',
labels = c('Absolute Rate of Decline',
'Proportional Rate of Decline')) +
theme_classic() +
theme(
panel.border = element_rect(colour = "black", fill = NA, size = 1),
legend.position = c(0.75, 0.75),
legend.text=element_text(size = 12),
axis.title = element_text(size = 14)
) +
labs(x = "Year", y = "Area (km2)") +
geom_linerange(aes(x = 2001, ymin = area2001, ymax = area2001_2),
size = 1, show.legend = FALSE) +
geom_linerange(aes(x = 2016, ymin = area2016, ymax = area2016_2),
size = 1, show.legend = FALSE) +
# Known area of Aral sea in 1963
geom_point(aes(x = 1963, y = 66100), shape = 1, size = 4, show.legend = FALSE) +
# Known area of Aral sea in 1987
geom_point(aes(x = 1987, y = 39100), shape = 1, size = 4, show.legend = FALSE) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks = seq(1960, 2020, 10)) +
# Change number format
scale_y_continuous(labels = comma)

2. Example of applying RLTS Criterion B on the Ursidae family
We provide an example of a wall-to-wall assessment for all species within the Ursidae family under criterion
B of the red list of threatened species (IUCN 2017) using data from the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility (GBIF) via the rgbif package (Chamberlain 2017).
library(redlistr) #Requires newest redlistr from GitHub
library(rgbif)
library(tidyverse)
library(rgdal)
library(ggmap)
Users can also set up their own base directory if needed (rather than working from a R project)
library(stringr)
# Example directory
basedir <- "C:/Users/Username/Desktop"
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Figure S 3: Behaviour of the two decline statistics: Absolute Rate of Decline (ARD) and Proportional Rate
of Decline (PRD). Crosses represent the areas of the Aral Sea used to generate the estimated rates of change.
Open circles are known values from Keith et al. (2013).
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Downloading data from GBIF
We begin by downloading all the occurrence points from GBIF which fit our search criteria, including
only occurrence points which represent actual observations and removing museum records. We also only
records from 1972 onwards (45 years) to limit the records to approximately three generations (~15 years
per generation). We then use the tidyverse packages to help prepare the data into a format that will be
meaningful and useable by redlistr.
# Setting the years for occurrences to be included
years <- seq(1972, 2017, 1)
bears_raw <- occ_data(taxonKey = 9681, # Key from GBIF for Ursidae family
year = years,
hasCoordinate = T, # Only want points with coordinates
hasGeospatialIssue = F, # Points without geospatial issues
limit = 1500)
# A limit is needed for the function to work
# There are no years where there are more than 1500 records
# Get number of occurrence points
# Create empty vector
count <- vector()
for(i in seq_along(years)){
temp <- eval(parse(text = sprintf('bears_raw[%d]$"%s"$meta$count', i, years[i])))
# Gets the 'count' for each year from bears_raw
count <- c(count, temp) # Create vector of count values of each year
}
n.occ <- sum(count) # Total count for all years
# Pick out the wanted columns and merging into single dataframe
wanted <- c("name", "decimalLatitude", "decimalLongitude", "year", "basisOfRecord")
bears_occurrence <- NULL
for(i in seq_along(years)){
temp <- bears_raw[[i]]$data[wanted]
bears_occurrence <- rbind(bears_occurrence, temp)
}
# Filtering BasisOfRecord to exclude museum records
basis_of_record <- c("HUMAN_OBSERVATION", "LIVING_SPECIMEN",
"MACHINE_OBSERVATION", "OBSERVATION")
bears_occurrence <- bears_occurrence %>%
filter(basisOfRecord %in% basis_of_record)
# Check species
species <- unique(bears_occurrence$name)
# Looks like there's some NAs which we'll need to get rid of.
bears_occurrence <- bears_occurrence[complete.cases(bears_occurrence), ]
# Check again
species <- unique(bears_occurrence$name)
n.species <- length(species)
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# # Saving to specified base directory for future use
# write_csv(bears_occurrence, str_c(basedir, "/GBIF_bears_occurrence.csv"))
## Parsed with column specification:
## cols(
##
name = col_character(),
##
decimalLatitude = col_double(),
##
decimalLongitude = col_double(),
##
year = col_integer(),
##
basisOfRecord = col_character()
## )
# Look at number of points per species
bear_frequencies <- table(bears_occurrence$name)
bear_frequencies
##
## Helarctos malayanus
##
7
##
Ursus americanus
##
1769
##
Ursus thibetanus
##
57

Melursus ursinus
15
Ursus arctos
12332

Tremarctos ornatus
21
Ursus maritimus
871

Inspecting downloading data
There are highest number of occurrence points for Ursus arctos, the brown bear, followed by Ursus americanus,
the American black bear, and Ursus maritimus, the polar bear. The other species, Helarctos malayanus (sun
bear), Melursus ursinus (sloth bear), Tremarctos ornatus (spectacled bear), and Ursus thibetanus (Asian
black bear) have relatively few occurrence points in comparison. Note that these points were downloaded on
31st October, 2017, and additional points might have been added to GBIF since.
We make a map to visualise where the occurrence points are using ggplot2.
# Add number of points per species to their names
bears_occurrence <- bears_occurrence %>%
# Add a new column based on total number of occurrences for that species
mutate(frequency = bear_frequencies[name]) %>%
# Create new column called name_count with frequence of occurrences
mutate(name_count = str_c(name, ' (', frequency, ')'))
# Use world land outline from ggplot2 as background
map_world <- borders("world", colour="gray50", fill="gray50")
world_plot <- ggplot() + map_world
world_plot +
geom_point(data = bears_occurrence, aes(x = decimalLongitude, y = decimalLatitude,
color = name_count)) +
coord_fixed() + # Ensure that x and y are equal
# Use custome theme to create map layout
theme(axis.text = element_blank(),
axis.title = element_blank(),
axis.line = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
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Species Name (n)
Helarctos malayanus (7)
Melursus ursinus (15)
Tremarctos ornatus (21)
Ursus americanus (1769)
Ursus arctos (12332)
Ursus maritimus (871)
Ursus thibetanus (57)

Figure S 4: Global distribution of species within Ursidae using data from the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility (GBIF). Number of occurrences for each species in brackets (n).

panel.grid.major = element_blank(),
panel.grid.minor = element_blank(),
panel.border = element_blank(),
axis.ticks.length = unit(0, "cm"),
plot.background = element_blank()) +
# Use some manual colours for each species
scale_colour_manual(name = "Species Name (n)",
values = c("#000000", "#E69F00", "#56B4E9", "#009E73",
"#F0E442", "#0072B2", "#D55E00")) +
# Make legend italicised
theme(legend.text = element_text(face = "italic"))
Finally, we convert the occurrence data from a table to a list of shapefiles, one shapefile for each species,
which can be used in redlistr. We will be using the map functions from purrr to map the functions to the
lists of data.
# Get the species name as a vector
species <- sort(unique(bears_occurrence$name))
# Separate single data frame to multiple data frames, one for each species
points_species <- split(bears_occurrence, f = bears_occurrence$name)
# Create a custom function that returns shapefile from data frames
shpFromDF <- function(data, crs){
# Specifying columns to be used a coordinates
xy <- data %>%
select(decimalLongitude, decimalLatitude)
# Selecting columns to be kept as data
info <- data %>%
select(name, year, basisOfRecord)
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out <- SpatialPointsDataFrame(xy, info, proj4string = crs)
return(out)
}
# Set the CRS for the data
wgs84 <- CRS("+init=epsg:4326")
# Use purrr::map to map function to every single data frame within list
shp_list <- purrr::map(points_species, shpFromDF, wgs84)

Using redlistr
Preparing data
An important note to remember when using the redlistr package is the coordinate reference system of the
input data. It must be in a projected coordinate system (PCS) measured in metres. As we have occurrence
points from all over the world, we’ll be assigning different projected coordinate systems to each species.
You can find a suitable PCS for your region of interest here.
# North America Albers Equal Area Conic
aeana <- CRS('+init=ESRI:102008')
# South America Equidistant Conic
eqdcsa <- CRS('+init=ESRI:102032')
# Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area Projection (Northern Hemisphere)
laeanh <- CRS('+init=epsg:3573')
# Asia Lambert Conformal Conic
lcceh <- CRS('+init=ESRI:102012')
# Create list of projections in same order as the shapefile list
projection_list <- c(lcceh, lcceh, eqdcsa, aeana, laeanh, laeanh, lcceh)
# map spTransform to both lists
shp_list_projected <- purrr::map2(shp_list, projection_list, spTransform)
# Saving the shapefile outputs
for(i in seq_along(species)){
temp <- shp_list_projected[[i]]
temp@data <- as.data.frame(temp@data)
colnames(temp@data) <- c("name", "year", "recordType")
writeOGR(obj = temp, dsn = str_c(basedir, "/shapefiles"),
layer = species[i], driver = "ESRI Shapefile",
overwrite_layer = TRUE)
}
Note that the projected coordinate systems used here are rough estimates, and may not be the best suited
for the occurrence points for the species. For the sake of brevity, We have used existing systems available
from the sp package.

Calculating EOO for each species
We start by calculating the Extent of Occurrence (EOO) for each species.
EOO_polygons <- purrr::map(shp_list_projected, makeEOO)
# Unlist the results into a vector
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EOO_areas <- unlist(purrr::map(EOO_polygons, getAreaEOO))
# Converting results to a data frame
EOO_df <- data.frame(species,
EOO_areas,
# removing row names as added species as a column
row.names = NULL)
EOO_df
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

species EOO_areas
1 Helarctos malayanus
3177677
2
Melursus ursinus
1668052
3 Tremarctos ornatus
1677691
4
Ursus americanus 18489443
5
Ursus arctos 52688650
6
Ursus maritimus 22606197
7
Ursus thibetanus 12545802

We also plot the EOO polygons for Melursus ursinus (sloth bear) as an example:
# Projecting polygons back to WGS84 to interact with ggmap
wgs84 <- CRS("+init=EPSG:4326")
EOO_polygons_wgs84 <- purrr::map(EOO_polygons, spTransform, wgs84)
names(EOO_polygons_wgs84) <- names(shp_list_projected)
# Creating a function to plot map
makeMap <- function(polygon){
# Convert SpatialPolygons to df for plotting
df <- broom::tidy(polygon)
# Choose base map to plot polygon on
boundary <- as.vector(polygon@bbox) +
c(-5, -5, 5, 5) # Adding extra area on sides of map
# Use maps provided by ggmap
base_map <- get_map(location = boundary,
source = "stamen", maptype = "terrain", color = "bw")
# Use ggmap to plot
ggmap(base_map, extent = "panel") +
geom_path(aes(x = long, y = lat, color = 'red', group = group), size = 1, data = df) +
theme(legend.position="none")
}
# Creating EOO map for Melursus ursinus
makeMap(EOO_polygons_wgs84$'Melursus ursinus')
Note that since these occurrence points were downloaded from GBIF, the resulting EOO may not accurately
reflect the entire distribution of Melursus ursinus (sloth bear).
Alternatively, these shapefile can be exported and used in other GIS software.
# Exporting the EOO polygons as shapefiles
for(i in seq_along(species)){
writeOGR(obj = as(EOO_polygons[[i]],
"SpatialPolygonsDataFrame"), # Need to convert to SPDF
dsn = str_c(basedir, "/shapefiles"),
layer = str_c(species[i], "_EOO_polygon"), driver = "ESRI Shapefile",
overwrite_layer = TRUE)
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Figure S 5: Extent of Occurrence for Melursus ursinus.
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}

Calculating AOO for each species
We then calculate the AOOs for each species using 2km x 2km grid squares.
AOO_numbers <- unlist(purrr::map(shp_list_projected, getAOO, 2000))
# Converting to data frame
AOO_df <- data.frame(species,
AOO_numbers,
row.names = NULL)
AOO_df
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

species AOO_numbers
1 Helarctos malayanus
7
2
Melursus ursinus
15
3 Tremarctos ornatus
20
4
Ursus americanus
1318
5
Ursus arctos
4100
6
Ursus maritimus
445
7
Ursus thibetanus
9

We plot the AOO grid created for Ursus arctos as an example. We use makeAOOGrid to generate the grids
that can be plotted out.
AOO_grids <- purrr::map(shp_list_projected, makeAOOGrid, 2000)
wgs84 <- CRS("+init=EPSG:4326")
# Needs to be converted back to WGS84 for plotting
AOO_grids_wgs84 <- purrr::map(AOO_grids, spTransform, wgs84) # convert to WGS84
names(AOO_grids_wgs84) <- species
# Creating AOO map for Ursus arctos
makeMap(AOO_grids_wgs84$'Ursus arctos')
The generated AOO grids can also be exported as shapefiles.
for(i in seq_along(species)){
writeOGR(obj = AOO_grids[[i]],
dsn = str_c(basedir, "/shapefiles"),
layer = str_c(species[i], "_AOO_grid"), driver = "ESRI Shapefile",
overwrite_layer = TRUE)
}

Using gridUncertainty
An important function included in redlistr is gridUncertainty which move possible AOO grids around to
ensure that the AOO calculated is the smallest possible, and not subjected to the geometric uncertainty due
to the placements of the AOO grids (Keith et al. 2017).
gU_results <- list()
for(i in seq_along(species)){
gU_results[[i]] <- gridUncertainty(shp_list_projected[[i]], 2000, 5)
}
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Figure S 6: Area of occupancy of Ursus arctos.
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gU_min_AOO <- list()
for(i in seq_along(gU_results)){
gU_min_AOO[[i]] <- gU_results[[i]]$min.AOO.grid$AOO.number
}
gU_min_AOO <- unlist(gU_min_AOO)
gU_df <- data.frame(species,
min_AOO = gU_min_AOO,
row.names = NULL)
# Showing both results at the same time
results <- AOO_df %>% left_join(gU_df)
results
## Joining, by = "species"
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

species AOO_numbers min_AOO
1 Helarctos malayanus
7
443
2
Melursus ursinus
15
4045
3 Tremarctos ornatus
20
1295
4
Ursus americanus
1318
9
5
Ursus arctos
4100
15
6
Ursus maritimus
445
7
7
Ursus thibetanus
9
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We now have the minimum AOOs for all our species, and Ursus maritimus, Ursus arctos, Ursus americanus,
and Tremarctos ornatus all returned a smaller AOO.
Note that the gridUncertainty function can run for a while when the AOO of a distribution is very large.
Thus, we recommend users to perform a preliminary analysis using getAOO first, and use gridUncertainty
only when necessary.
Finally, we can export the AOO grids that returned these results as shapefiles.
for(i in seq_along(wanted_index)){
writeOGR(obj = gU_results[[i]]$min.AOO.grid$out.grid,
dsn = str_c(basedir, "/shapefiles"),
layer = str_c(species[wanted_index[i]], "_gU_grid"),
driver = "ESRI Shapefile",
overwrite_layer = TRUE)
}

Important note
Now that we have calculated the relevant indices, it is important to remember that criterion B in the red list
of threatened species require at least TWO additional (out of three possible) conditions to be fulfilled for a
species to be listed. As a result, we do not give the listing here as part of the package, and refer users to the
official IUCN Red List guidelines (IUCN 2017).
Moreover, we can actually see that the occurrence points we downloaded from rgbif are very sparse. For
Helarctos malayanus and Melursus ursinus, the number of occurrence points is equal to the number of AOO
cells calculated. Users need to be aware of the source of their data, and to do appropriate data-checking and
cleaning by experts of the study species before using the package for official red listing.
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